The 499 billion yard drive.

Whether you buy one golf car at a time or fifty, you want and deserve years of dependable performance from each one.

That's why so many of the nation's top golf clubs go with Cushman. They know that Cushman cars are consistently reliable.

And they should be. Each year since the first Cushman rolled off the production line in the early '50s, we've made important design and engineering improvements.

1974 is no exception. This year's Gran Cushman has a bag rack design that speeds up loading and unloading. The car is 6 inches shorter with no sacrifice of leg room or superior ride. And it sports a brilliant white color with charcoal accents.

We've modified the gasoline model for more power, faster acceleration and no-stall performance, too.

But we haven't touched the Cushman standard extras: A premium suspension system. Automatic seat brake. Automotive-type steering. A full year's warranty on parts and service. So many more.

Buy a Gran Cushman, 3-wheel or 4, gas or electric. And you buy proven performance. We estimate over 499 billion yards of proof in over 20 years of on-the-course driving. That's experience that pays off.

You can expect a Cushman golf car to spend more time earning its keep on the course and less time waiting for repairs.

Cushman. Proven performance.

CUSHMAN®

For new, full color catalog, write:
OMC-Lincoln, a Division of Outboard Marine Corporation, 1439 Cushman Drive, P.O. Box 82409, Lincoln, NB 68501
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The Izod/Haymaker
Fall Line Is Ready.

Contact Don Drotman or your Ernie Sabayrac salesman.
Izod/Haymaker, Divisions of David Crystal, Inc.
498 Seventh Ave.
New York City 10018
(212) BR 9-6560
Sleek New Styling…a Great Ride—and VRF!

Your players will appreciate the crisp new lines of the TEE BIRD...and the unbelievably smooth “Glide-Ride” provided by our unique new Uni-Spring Suspension System. Also, available only on the TEE BIRD, is the new VRF Speed Control. This simple, non-electronic control is stripped of amp-eating resistance coils, allowing the car to cruise at half or full speed with equal efficiency.

TEE BIRD offers easy handling...all of the comfort and convenience features...is as strong and trouble-free as Taylor-Dunn industrial vehicles. Try the all-new electric TEE BIRD before you make your buying decision...you'll be very glad you did!

Our East Coast Representative is Golf Car Systems, Inc., 15 Prospect Rd., Westport, Connecticut 06880 (203) 227-0650 or P.O. Box 5307, Clearwater, Florida 33518 (813) 447-6995. Robert F. McGrath is president; William A. Dodd is vice-president.

TEE BIRD by Taylor-Dunn
ANAHEIM, CALIFORNIA

Some valuable dealer territories available...Inquiries are welcome. Write for brochure.
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The major effect of building a better product is the increased capability of the user of that product to do a better job. Excellence begets excellence!

The Moody Impact Pop-Up Sprinkler for large area sprinkling provides the extra measure of efficiency for grounds maintenance men. Special features include: built-in surge protector to prevent head damage ... exclusive high flow stainless steel spindle ... exclusive long wearing Turcite and Turcon thrust bearing washers ... parts standardization, with parts for full and part circle heads completely interchangeable ... positive reversing mechanism ... retracting spring to insure positive pop-down when water is turned off ... outer sweep and inner sweep nozzles set at dissimilar angles to prevent stream interference ... completely removable internal assembly from above ground for easy field maintenance. It is a product of excellence; ergo, it does an excellent job!

Write for our catalog.

MOODY SPRINKLER CO., INC.
3020 Pullman Street
Costa Mesa, Calif. 92626
714/556-8730
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ZONATE EYESPOT ON BENTGRASS: A FUTURE PROBLEM?


The occurrence of a zonate eyespot type of disease on Kingston velvet bentgrass and Exeter Colonial bentgrass was reported by the authors. The turfs on which the disease developed were mowed at a cutting height of 0.25 inch and were located on the Rhode Island Agricultural Experiment Station at Kingston. The disease was first observed during August and September of 1972.

The general symptoms of this disease involve irregularly shaped patches ranging in size from two to nine inches in diameter. The initial symptoms on leaf blades appear as small, yellow lesions, which rapidly develop into a complete yellowing of the entire blade, followed by withering and browning symptoms. The blighted patches were composed of high concentrations of these affected leaves. The symptoms were comparable on both the Kingston velvet bentgrass and the Exeter colonial bentgrass plots.

The typical zonate eyespot lesions previously observed on creeping bentgrass were observed only occasionally on the individual leaves of these two bentgrass species. The causal organism of this disease was confirmed by laboratory cultures.

Comments: Zonate eyespot has been most widely reported to cause disease problems in bermudagrass turfs. It has also been reported to occur on creeping bentgrass turfs, particularly in the midwestern United States, although it is much less of a problem than on bermudagrass. Zonate eyespot is most common during warm, wet weather.

This paper gives the first report of this disease and its associated causal organism on colonial bentgrass, cultivar Exeter. It also produced serious disease injury on adjacent turfgrass areas of Kingston velvet bentgrass.

Zonate eyespot has usually only occurred in limited, localized outbreaks on the bentgrasses. Whether it will become a more serious problem on these two new cultivars, Kingston velvet bentgrass and Exeter colonial bentgrass, remains to be seen.

The chances of a turfgrass breeder developing a cultivar that is resistant to all known diseases is very unlikely. Frequently, a newly-released cultivar will have improved resistance to one or more of the more serious diseases on that species. After the newly-released cultivar is in use over a wide range of conditions for an extended period of time, it may prove susceptible to (a) a new disease(s) or (b) a different strain(s) of a disease-causing organism that has not been a problem in the past on other cultivars of that species. The chance of this occurring is less or at least it will be less likely to be a serious problem, if a number of different cultivars and species are used in a specific region rather than only one. For this reason, it is advantageous to have a number of improved cultivars being developed and used.

The best procedure for the golf course superintendent to follow is to keep up-to-date and knowledgeable on the performance of newly released cultivars. By doing this, he will be better able to select a cultivar or blend of cultivars that will have the least disease problems for the specific turfgrass area to be established.

□

MOODY SPRINKLER CO., INC.
3020 Pullman Street
Costa Mesa, Calif. 92626
714/556-8730
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The New Caroche
We didn't change it. We made 14 improvements.

You don't change a good thing. That's why the 14 improvements built into the new Caroche were made by engineers rather than "stylists." Like an even smoother ride and more comfortable seats. A shorter turning radius and a stronger body shell enhance the stability of the new Caroche. If you want the particulars of all these improvements, write us. And—if you're interested in the golf car engineered for maximum profits, we'll be pleased to arrange for a demonstration.

Club Car, Inc.
P.O. Box 1625 • 204 Norton St.
Augusta, Ga. 30903 (404) 798-8687
We'd like a CAROCHE demonstration.

NAME ____________________________
CLUB ___________________________
ADDRESS _________________________
CITY ___________________ COUNTY __________
STATE _______________ ZIP __________

Caroche: What a golf car should be.

Limited Number of Dealerships Available... Write for Details

A Johns-Manville Company
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MALLINCKRODT

FUNGO®

Helps Keep Your Greens
HEALTHY—DISEASE-FREE!

More and more beautiful courses like this one have discovered Broad-Spectrum SYSTEMIC FUNGO’s excellent control of most major turf diseases. It is exceptionally safe in controlling spring, summer and fall turf diseases... is far less toxic to fine grasses than most other fungicides. Heavy doses are safe on finest turf. FUNGO’s nation-wide testing has proved its outstanding performance. Tank-mix FUNGO with KOBAN to broaden its activity spectrum to include Pythium control too! Order FUNGO from your Mallinckrodt distributor today!

Jim Lewis, at Tan-Tar-A Resort’s beautiful Hidden Lake course (shown here) on the Lake of the Ozarks in Missouri is a strong FUNGO booster!

• BROWN PATCH
• DOLLAR SPOT
• FUSARIUM PATCH (PINK SNOW MOLD)

MALLINCKRODT CHEMICAL WORKS
ST. LOUIS
Jersey City • Los Angeles • Montreal
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MEMO...

Reduce
Golf Cart Costs

1. Is your club thinking of buying carts for a rental fleet?
   ☑ YES  ☐ NO

2. Do you want the all-day-long rentability of a gasoline driven cart?
   ☑ YES  ☐ NO

3. Are there hills on your course and you want a cart that will go up them without the feeling that it's not going to make it?
   ☑ YES  ☐ NO

4. Do you need the prestige that goes with the better known golf carts?
   ☑ YES  ☐ NO

If we've answered the above survey right for you, then write us and we'll send you the specifications on our Golfkar. GOLFKAR IS ECONOMICAL TO OWN AND OPERATE!

P.S. If you allow private carts on your course and are looking for additional income for your pro-shop or superintendent, write us and become a Golfkar Dealer. In the ten years we have been making carts we have many satisfied owners. Some couples have HIS and HER Golfkars.

---

DR. FRED V. GRAU

TURF IS PART OF AGRICULTURE

In these times of shortages and crises, I sense an effort in some quarters to discredit and devalue the importance of turf in the economy of this country. It is true, and members of the turf industry are among the first to admit it, that turf is not as important as the production of food. In dollar value, however, turf is crowding food production for top honors. Remember the 1966 Pennsylvania Turfgrass Survey? Those figures were authentic and startling.

Recreation on turfed surfaces has become as much a part of our lives as driving, eating and sleeping. The health of a nation such as ours is closely associated with recreational activities. Golf, for example, is one of the activities that keeps our lawmakers in trim (Burning Tree, Congressional, Columbia, Soldiers Home and others). Golf is played on turf during the daytime. The energy that is used is mostly the players' and what it takes to get them there and back to the home or the office.

No official in his right mind would have the temerity to deny needed turfgrass facilities access to enough energy to maintain turf so that it can be used for recreation. We are talking now about "minimum" maintenance during the energy chaos, not "spit-and-polish" upkeep.

Golf courses may be making hay from the roughs, which will ally them with food production. No one should be surprised to see sheep grazing all night every night on the course to keep the grass cropped to save energy and produce food. How many players have played on wooly-grazed turf? Aside from a few loose, rounded impediments, the playing surface is remarkably good.

In the concept of soil building, soil conservation and reduction of erosion, turf plays an important part. In these respects, turf is agriculture. No one can deny that living sod is a great purifier. It absorbs airborne impurities; it filters water as it percolates downward; it is one of world's best solar-powered air conditioners. Turf is one of the most efficient users of lime and fertilizer. Turf is in an even better position to utilize "used" water, such as sewage effluent, than are farm crops. By recycling "dirty" water, we can conserve potable water.

I have been, and still am, a farmer, and I have been a golf course superintendent. I stand firmly on the premise that farming and food production are closely allied to turfgrass establishment and management. The one is to nourish our bodies; the other is to sustain our minds, as well as to keep our bodies fit. Together, we have the complete equation for a healthy, vigorous population. Let's keep them going forward together.

Q—If we should decide to graze sheep on our golf course, we will have some questions. What breed, how many, how to contain them? We are willing to give it serious consideration, if this threat of energy scarcity gets worse. Of course, we'd rather not be bothered. (Pennsylvania)

A—The first step to take before making any firm commitment is to go to the county agent and ask his advice. He may throw you out, but then again, he may listen. Every state experiment station has a sheep specialist who is qualified to answer just about every question you can ask about sheep. He may tell you 1) to forget the whole crazy idea, 2) loose dogs will raise hell with the dumb woolies, 3) chemicals you use will kill the little beasts,

continued on page 12
Toney Penna SUPER BLADE irons have something no other investment cast irons have... a patent on Penna’s advanced clubhead. The patent is for a unique design that virtually eliminates the traditional hosel. Approximately one ounce of hosel weight is transferred into the clubhead for added power. The cavitaded back of the blade provides perfect balance and focuses power in the exact center of the hitting area.

Precision casting gives SUPER BLADE irons permanently uniform lofts and lies... precise weight distribution and shape... and the largest power area ever designed into an iron. The shaft and blade are truly integrated to improve overall strength and eliminate hosel distortion. SUPER BLADE irons are available with steel or graphite shafts in a variety of shaft flexes. Clubheads are of the finest 431 Stainless Steel.

It all adds up to improved consistency, power, and balance for any golfer. Toney Penna SUPER BLADE irons are designed for Total Playability... and that’s patent Penna.

Patent Penna
the first true no-hosel iron design